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Characterising multifunctionality in 
climate-smart landscapes
Olivia E. Freeman

CHAPTER 

3

Highlights

 The landscape scale provides an effective and efficient scale of analysis and 
management to establish climate-smart multifunctionality

 Multifunctionality in landscapes is achieved by promoting synergies and reducing 
tradeoffs across different land uses and objectives

 Both additive synergy (sum of parts that constitute the whole) and superadditive 
synergy (emergent whole) should be sought within landscapes to promote 
multifunctionality

 Objectives guiding the identification of synergy opportunities should be clearly 
defined and understood, and ideally identified through collaborative multi-
stakeholder processes

 If synergies and landscape multifunctionality are not sought in the near future 
there is risk that detrimental feedback cycles will be perpetuated, building upon 
the negative impacts of climate change

1. Introduction
Impacts of human-induced climate change, in part caused by the large emissions of 
greenhouse gases (GHG), have already been occurring globally, with further unavoidable 
impacts projected into the future. This includes changes in weather patterns and climate 
with implications for precipitation, incidence of extreme events such as droughts and 
floods, and impacts to local ecosystem functioning (IPCC, 2013a). Both climate change 
mitigation and adaptation1 actions are currently being pursued to reduce the impacts of 
climate change, while also strengthening resilience of both ecosystems and communities 
to cope with such impacts.

The land-use sector provides both a source of and sink for GHG emissions, and can 
positively or negatively impact the provisioning of ecosystem services with many potential 
impacts on livelihoods, and local and global supplies of food, fuel and fibre. Agriculture, 
forestry and other land uses currently contribute to nearly 25% of the global anthropogenic 
GHG emissions despite also being large carbon sinks. Within tropical countries most 
emissions result from such land-based activities (DeFries & Rosenzweig, 2010). Many 
people whose livelihoods depend upon land-based activities (e.g., crop- or livestock-

Freeman, O. E. (2015). Characterising multifunctionality in climate-smart landscapes. In Minang, P. A., van 
Noordwijk, M., Freeman, O. E., Mbow, C., de Leeuw, J., & Catacutan, D. (Eds.) Climate-Smart Landscapes: 
Multifunctionality in Practice, 37-49. Nairobi, Kenya: World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF).
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based agriculture and/or forestry), particularly at small-scales, are most vulnerable to 
the impacts of climate change. Furthermore, the global population level will continue 
to increase and is expected to reach 9.6 billion by 2050. This will unavoidably result in 
heightened food demands, projected to increase by 50-100% by 2050 as a result of both 
population growth and an increase in the number of wealthier households (DeFries & 
Rosenzweig, 2010; Godfray et al., 2010; Foley et al., 2011). This will put further pressure 
upon land (and fisheries) to increase food production. The ability to pursue both land-
based mitigation and adaption actions will therefore have significant impacts on both 
livelihoods and future climate change projections globally.

In its 5th Assessment Report, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
Working Group II identified the need for climate-resilient pathways, defined as, “… 
development trajectories that combine adaptation and mitigation to realise the goal of 
sustainable development. They can be seen as iterative, continually evolving processes 
for managing change within complex systems” (IPCC, 2013b). This call is largely made 
from the recognition that, to ensure and manage for sustainable futures, climate change 
and pre-existing social-ecological challenges (e.g., inequity of resource distribution) need 
to be addressed simultaneously to promote synergies and reduce tradeoffs.

This chapter focuses on the potential of pursuing climate-smart landscape approaches 
(CSLAs) for establishing climate-resilient pathways and sustainable transformations 
through fostering multifunctionality. Although, traditionally many land-based planning 
and management approaches have been sectoral, land-use change is often more complex 
and dynamic in nature (e.g., Geist & Lambin, 2002; Hosonuma et al., 2012). Therefore 
taking a landscape approach - using the landscape scale to identify integrated solutions - 
can be one method for effectively achieving multiple objectives by promoting synergies 
and reducing tradeoffs. This chapter examines potential climate-smart synergies to 
achieve multifunctionality by 1) discussing briefly the context of climate-smart landscapes 
and CSLAs, and why the landscape scale is relevant for achieving multifunctionality, 
2) looking at different dimensions of multifunctionality (focusing on different kinds 
of synergies), how it can be achieved and what kind of tradeoffs may be involved, 
and 3) discussing some of the enabling conditions needed for CSLAs to promote the 
establishment of climate-resilient (smart) pathways.

2. Climate-smart landscapes
Minang et al. (Chapter 1, this book) describes a landscape as a mosaic of different 
land uses with multiple components and functioning interactions between and across 
ecological, social and social-ecological processes (functional interactions), made up of 
multiple actors and stakeholders with varying interests (negotiated spaces), and made 
up of nested components occurring on different scales (multiple scales). The landscape 
provides a scale which captures the complex matrix of individual units such as farms, 
families, communities and ecosystems, and relates patterns and processes between and 
across these units to larger scales such as the national and global (Figure 3.1). For example, 
it can allow for observation and navigation of the policy implications and effects of global 
drivers on local activities. 

The landscape represents both the sum of constituting parts and emergent properties 
or an emergent whole, resulting from the interactions between the parts (Parrott & 
Meyer, 2012). While the complexity of landscapes can potentially create significant 
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management challenges, such complexity can also provide more opportunities for 
synergies (Brunori & Rossi, 2000). Examining patterns and processes at the landscape 
scale allows for cross-sectoral solutions to be identified instead of focusing solely on a 
single sector such as agriculture, forestry or community development, many of which 
are in reality interconnected. Instead, by accounting for both the different land uses and 
their interactions, the landscape scale presents opportunities to identify synergies between 
multiple objectives, while also helping to reduce system-wide tradeoffs.

In the case of CSLAs, using spatially-explicit climate projections at the landscape scale 
can help to understand and identify potential climate-smart actions, whether focused 
on short-term risk of extreme events or on climate change mitigation and strengthened 
adaptive capacity over longer time frames. It is important that in these processes the 
landscape scale is used for understanding both environmental and social drivers of change, 
while also being sensitive to social and cultural norms to identify locally appropriate and 
acceptable approaches.

In CSLA, objectives are framed around addressing climate change mitigation and/or 
climate change adaptation in addition to other objectives of interest. These other objectives 
are oftentimes related to different dimensions of livelihoods which span functions linked 
to the five aspects of well-being as defined by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment: 
security, basic material for good life, health, good social relations and freedom of choice 
and action, with the first four directly related to ecosystem service functioning (MEA, 
2005).

The limited literature framed specifically around CSLAs largely builds upon the concept 
of climate-smart agriculture (CSA)2, focusing on synergies between mitigation and 
adaptation within agricultural landscapes (Harvey et al., 2013) or between mitigation and 

Figure 3.1 Linkages and interactions including potential drivers and incentives across local, 
landscape, national and global scales. The photo is of a landscape in the Kapchorwa District in 
southeast Uganda. Photo credit: Olivia E. Freeman
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food production/food security and/or improvement of livelihoods (DeFries & Rosenzweig, 
2010; Scherr et al., 2012; FAO, 2013). Although such literature is concerned with food 
production and/or agricultural landscapes, here, food production or food security are not 
determined as essential objectives to include within a CSLA, even though agriculture 
is recognised as an important and often defining characteristic and/or land use in many 
landscapes (e.g., see Iiyama et al., Chapter 14, this book, for an alternate climate-smart 
landscape approach based around charcoal).

Instead, a CSLA is generally characterised as: 1) using the landscape scale to define 
and address multiple objectives; 2) having multiple objectives including at least one 
related to addressing climate change mitigation or adaptation with the overall goal of 
achieving multifunctionality; 3) ideally using a participatory approach, collaboratively 
involving relevant stakeholders within and sometimes also outside of the landscape (e.g., 
Duff et al., 2009); and 4) applying an iterative process that promotes learning by doing 
and social learning (see Frost et al., 2006) where appropriate. While these points are 
less comprehensive than other descriptions of landscape approaches, these are seen as a 
minimum founding set of criteria for a CSLA. For example, Sayer et al. (2013) provides 
a more comprehensive list of ten principles for landscape approaches adopted by the 
Convention on Biological Diversity to guide sustainable use of biodiversity within land 
management (UNEP, 2011). Such principles can also be applied, though not all will be 
obligatory in all instances, and can instead be seen as a set of guidelines. The focus of this 
chapter is placed on characterisation of multifunctionality in such an approach and not the 
process of the approach itself.

3. Characterising multifuctionality in climate-smart 
landscapes

Multifunctionality is one of the principle defining concepts of landscape approaches 
(Scherr & McNeely, 2008; Sayer et al., 2013; Milder et al., 2014). Here multifunctionality 
is described as achieving multiple objectives or functions simultaneously by reducing 
tradeoffs and optimising or promoting synergies. Such functions can span many 
different categories and dimensions. For example, ecosystem services, as defined by 
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA, 2005), are categorised into four main 
categories of functions (or services): provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural. 
Furthermore, many activities within landscapes have direct relation, either positive or 
detrimental, to functions supporting livelihoods. Defining what multifunctionality means 
and which specific functions are sought after in a specific context will be strongly linked 
to the driving objectives.

As landscapes are complex systems, an intervention made to target one specific function, 
for example, increasing crop productivity through the application of fertilisers, may have 
unintended consequences, such as causing contamination of different water bodies through 
runoff and/or eutrophication (Bennett et al., 2001). Additionally, interactions within and 
between social and ecological system functions can often involve competition leading to 
tradeoffs. For example, expansion and establishment of monocultures, while often highly 
profitable, can have large tradeoffs for other ecosystem functions such as biodiversity and 
carbon sequestration (e.g., Steffan-Dewenter et al., 2007; Kremen & Miles, 2012) and lead 
to long-term degradation of land if not managed properly. To be able to achieve multiple, 
desirable functions, synergistic options, which allow for achieving multiple functions 
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more effectively and/or efficiently, are usually needed to reduce potential tradeoffs and 
unintended consequences. Therefore, achieving multifunctionality is strongly linked to 
the concept of synergy. This section discusses both 1) how to achieve multifunctionality 
through synergy, and 2) how the way in which driving objectives are defined affects 
multifunctional outcomes.

3.1 Achieving multifunctionality through synergy
Theoretically, there are at least four different possible types of synergies (von Eye et 
al., 1998; Duguma et al., 2014). The most classic and cited type of synergy is additive 
synergy, based upon the sum of the parts. In the case of a landscape approach, one 
example of this would be the cumulative impact at the landscape scale of a collection of 
farmers adopting a new practice. Superadditive synergy, on the other hand, is where the 
whole is greater than the sum of the parts. An example of this is described in Brunori and 
Rossi (2000), where creating a wine route in an area of Tuscany, Italy created region-wide 
benefits beyond the farms themselves (e.g., created a new regional tourism industry), 
while also creating numerous benefits at the farm level. Subadditive synergy is when 
the cost of the interactions together is less than the sum of the parts (i.e., the cost of 
the synergy action is less than individually pursued actions). In a landscape approach 
this would involve avoiding larger costs (and/or risks) by addressing the landscape scale 
rather than individual units within the landscape (e.g., Kissinger et al., 2013). And finally, 
isolated synergy is where the focus is on the interaction between the parts. This chapter 
focuses on the first two types: additive and superadditive synergies.

Synergies can occur on multiple scales, for example, from the field to farm to landscape 
scale. Therefore what may be a superadditive synergy at the farm scale, when scaled 
up to the landscape scale, may only result in additive synergy. For instance, sustainable 
intensification practices have the potential to both improve farmer livelihoods, through 
increased production and household income, while also reducing land degradation. 
Such benefits improve the entire farm system by increasing efficiency in achieving the 
overall objectives (here improving livelihoods and environmental management), versus 
pursuing each objective individually. This is an example of superadditive synergy. If such 
farm-based practices were scaled-up to the landscape level and there were no additional 
benefits (or negative impacts) beyond those received at the farm scale, this would be an 
example of additive synergy. Superadditive synergy at the landscape-scale would require 
additional benefits resulting from the emergent whole, such as uptake of CSA practices 
opening up a region to new certified-based markets, for instance, or an infusion of 
climate finance made possible through collective farm-based practices. For superadditive 
synergy, the resulting outcome needs to be more effectively and/or efficiently achieved 
at the landscape scale, rather than at smaller units within the landscape. For examples of 
both additive and superadditive synergies see Table 3.1.

Some have argued that a landscape approach is only a landscape approach when looking 
at the emergent whole and it cannot simply be the sum of the parts (Kissinger et al., 
2013). This is largely based upon the recognition that one of the main benefits of using the 
landscape scale is the ability to examine the interactions across the different units that make 
up the whole. Understanding such interactions allows for the identification of synergies 
at the landscape scale to more effectively and efficiently achieve multifunctionality, as 
defined by the specific objectives of the landscape approach. Furthermore, in the case 
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Table 3.1 Descriptions and examples of additive and superadditive synergies.

Type of Synergy Description Example at the Landscape Scale

Additive Synergy Synergy resulting from the 
sum of the parts

A+B+C…=∑[A,B,C…]

The Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) 
Mitigation of Climate Change in 
Agriculture (MICCA) Programme 
Pilot Project in Kolero, eastern 
Tanzania (Zagst, 2012; Rosenstock et 
al., 2014a; Rosenstock et al., 2014b) 
Experiments were conducted to 
measure the extent different locally-
appropriate agricultural practices 
(mulching, intercropping with 
legumes, intercropping with trees, 
fertiliser) contributed to climate change 
mitigation while also improving maize 
yields. The uptake of such practices 
at the farm level across the landscape 
aims to increase crop productivity 
and reduce agricultural expansion 
and deforestation. This will result in 
a larger cumulative contribution to 
both climate change mitigation and 
agricultural production at the landscape 
level. Dissemination of such practices 
was possible through farmer field 
schools, demonstration sites and the 
facilitation of implementing partners, 
CARE International and the World 
Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) in 
Tanzania.

Superadditive 
Synergy

Synergy resulting from the 
emergent whole

A+B+C…<∑[A,B,C…] +I

I = interactions between the 
parts, here, A, B and C

Re-establishment of the traditional 
Ngitili land management practice in 
the Shingyanga Region, Tanzania 
(Duguma et al., 2013; Duguma et al., 
2014) Involving a range of different 
practices at the farm and village 
scale, the Ngitili system addresses 
development, adaptation and mitigation 
simultaneously and has resulted in 
region-wide economic improvement, 
improved ecosystem service 
functioning (including an increase in 
biodiversity) and increased carbon 
sequestration. Re-establishment of the 
Ngitili system involved coordination 
and cooperation across local, regional, 
national and global institutions and 
would have not been possible if only 
implemented at the individual farm 
scale.
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of additive synergy, there may be co-benefits that result from the collective uptake of 
practices that do not relate directly to the driving objectives, but still impact patterns and/
or processes at the landscape scale. Hence, sometimes distinguishing between additive 
and superadditive synergy at the landscape scale can be complicated. Nevertheless, this 
chapter argues that both can be beneficial for achieving landscape multifunctionality. 

In some cases, due to lack of capacity or other constraints, additive synergy may be the only 
potential option for pursuing landscape-scale multifunctionality within certain scenarios, 
but this pursuit must be accompanied by a critical analysis of landscape-scale patterns 
and processes in order to realise landscape-level benefits. Additionally, it is important to 
examine tradeoffs, both at the unit of implementation as well as the cumulative impact in 
the landscape.

3.2 Defining primary and secondary objectives
In the case of synergies between climate change mitigation and adaptation, there is an 
overall recognition that synergistic options exist (Klein et al., 2007; Biesbroek et al., 
2009; Cooper et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2013; Duguma et al., 2014; IPCC, 2014). Within 
a CSLA approach, multifunctionality will be largely defined by a specific set of driving 
or primary objectives and the potential synergies achieved between them. 

Figure 3.2 demonstrates possible interventions addressing different combinations of 
primary, driving objectives: climate change mitigation, climate change adaptation and 
livelihoods (though such approaches can include varying and additional combinations 
of objectives). Here a distinction is made between primary objectives and secondary 
objectives: primary objectives driving the approach with secondary objectives occurring 
as externalities or multiplier effects (Knickel & Renting, 2000)3, which can also be termed 
co-benefits. Therefore, multifunctionality is achieved by synergistic approaches addressing 
all primary objectives simultaneously. Secondary objectives are then addressed through 
direct or indirect multiplier effects that can be positive or negative, and when positive, can 

Figure 3.2 Different combinations of synergistic interventions addressing different combinations 
of primary objectives (for examples of the individual practices see Howden et al., 2007; DeFries & 
Rosenzweig, 2010; Simon et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; Mbow et al., 2014).
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be framed as co-benefits. Although not the explicit aim in CSLAs, secondary objectives 
may influence the choice of one potential synergistic approach over another, based upon 
the associated co-benefits related with each option.

The process of determining synergies between primary objectives will also involve 
the recognition of tradeoffs. In practice, many past integrated approaches with both 
environmental and development aims have failed to effectively deliver outcomes 
addressing all of the framing objectives (Tallis et al., 2008). In such approaches, actions 
oftentimes address a small number of specific objectives while assuming co-benefits 
will result addressing other stated objectives, which is not always the case. For example 
improved cookstoves are touted for being ‘win-win’ development initiatives with ‘wins’ 
for both the environment and development. While this can be true to a certain extent – they 
can have significant benefits related to both development and the environment – there are 
potential tradeoffs between the benefits created, for example, between health and climate 
benefits (Grieshop et al., 2011; Freeman & Zerriffi, 2012) and other co-benefits/social-
net benefits (Simon et al., 2012; Jeuland & Pattanayak, 2012) depending on the specific 
context and type of stove. Some stoves perform better for certain benefits in certain 
contexts than others. For example, due to fewer emissions of particulate matter, charcoal 
stoves perform relatively well for potential health benefits compared to traditional three-
stone stoves and other more basic types of improved biomass burning stoves, but have 
significant negative environmental impacts associated with the production of the charcoal 
fuel (Grieshop et al., 2011).

In the case of CSA, practices perform differently in different climatic or ecological 
conditions, varying in both potential food security and climate mitigation benefits (Branca 
et al., 2011). Additionally, in practice, actual implementation of promoted practices may 
vary quite significantly from the ideal and involve tradeoffs such as decreased time 
availability for other livelihood activities due to increased labour demands (Giller et al., 
2009). Failure to recognise potential tradeoffs can result in increased marginalisation and/
or disempowerment of already marginalised groups. This may especially be the case if 
such stakeholders are not effectively involved in the process of defining the challenges 
to be addressed and identifying the objectives of the approach. To try and avoid such 
negative outcomes, application of safeguards such as ensuring free, prior and informed 
consent may be important to integrate into such approaches. Furthermore, stakeholders 
can often have diverging views, making it hard to achieve some specific objectives. 
Therefore, realistic synergy potentials will need to be identified and may not always be 
the ideal; a certain level of comprise sometimes needs to be made.

Many synergy potentials may be locally specific, depending strongly on the local context. 
As such, Figure 3.2 is a simplistic example of different potential interventions or practices. 
In some cases, agroforestry may provide more climate change adaption and livelihoods 
benefits than mitigation; for example, when planting fast-growing species for charcoal 
production (in cases where such planting is not changing rates of deforestation or forest 
degradation) (Kutsch et al., 2011; Iiyama et al., 2014). Likewise sustainable agricultural 
intensification could create mitigation, adaptation and livelihoods benefits if these include 
CSA practices that diversify livelihood and cropping practices and result in increased 
incomes and resilience (Howden et al., 2007). Facilitating multifunctionality therefore 
requires primary and secondary objectives to be clearly defined and distinguished while 
assessing both potential synergies and tradeoffs. At the same time, such set objectives 
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may need to be revised in an iterative process to ensure such approaches are context-
appropriate. As discussed previously, using participatory, inclusive and collaborative 
approaches can by a key part of this process.

4. Enabling conditions for multifunctionality
With or without active land management activities, landscapes will be autonomously 
transforming over time based upon a number of different drivers of change. The onset of 
climate change is one significant driver having impacts both in the short term, through 
extreme events, as well as gradually overtime. Climate-smart approaches present the 
opportunity to guide such transformations to establish and re-enforce resilience and 
adaptive capacity within landscapes to maintain diverse ecological functioning and 
alternatives to support livelihoods.

This being said, there are often a number of enabling factors conducive for successful 
CSLAs: for example, having the appropriate supportive policies, institutions and 
governance, appropriate and available financing, and the capacity to measure and evaluate 
if actual multifunctionality and synergies are being achieved (Scherr et al., 2012; Harvey 
et al., 2013; FAO, 2013). Additionally, there needs to be some incentive for a coordinating 
or implementing body or institution to be motivated in taking a CSLA, which can relate 
to locally, nationally or globally driven interests. For example, the re-establishment of the 
Ngitili practice in the Shinyanga Region of Tanzania, as briefly described in Table 3.1, 
was locally driven by decreased livelihood alternatives linked to extreme environmental 
degradation and the threat of desertification in the area. At the provincial/district level, the 
Indonesian government has adopted the six-step Land-Use Planning for loW-Emissions 
development Strategies (LUWES; see Dewi et al., Chapter 17, this book) tool, which 
identifies the most effective and efficient low-emission development alternatives by 
crossing-sectors and accounting for landscape-scale interactions. Adoption of this tool 
was motivated by Indonesia’s national target for unilaterally reducing emissions 26% by 
2020 (Dewi et al., 2011). This resulted in regional officials looking for ways to reduce 
emissions at the regional (landscape) scale. And lastly, an example of globally driven 
incentives is multinational corporations wanting to address climate risk in their supply 
value chains. Two multinational corporations, Starbucks (Kissinger, 2013) and Olam 
International (Brasser, 2013), were concerned about the climate impacts on one of their 
main commodities, coffee and cacao respectively. To reduce the risk in their supply 
value chain, both companies used landscape approaches to incentivise farmers in their 
source landscapes to adopt production practices that promoted adaptation and mitigation. 
This was designed both to make their production systems more resilient, and to improve 
farmers’ livelihoods through increased income. The latter objective was important to 
ensure farmers would continue to be incentivised to produce the specific commodities 
and not shift production to other cash crops.

As demonstrated, motivations for taking CSLAs will vary. Such motivations can be 
based upon the desire for climate risk management or reduction, advanced preparation 
for future climates, carbon sequestration and/or reduced GHG emissions (Cooper et al., 
2013). At the international and national levels, mechanisms such as Reducing Emissions 
from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD+), Nationally Appropriate Mitigation 
Actions (NAMA) and National Adaption Programmes of Action (NAPA) are potential 
policy-based incentives where a CSLA can be applied (e.g., Bernard et al., 2013). But 
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when implementing a CSLA through one of theses policy mechanisms, it is important 
that multifunctionality is directly addressed by 1) having clear primary and secondary 
objectives, and 2) clearly understanding synergy and tradeoff potentials for primary 
objectives at the landscape scale. As part of this, collaboration across different sectors 
and actors (e.g., government, communities and the private sector) to work on shared 
objectives with clearly delineated roles and responsibilities will strongly support such 
processes. Additionally, more research is needed to better measure, understand and 
monitor multifunctionality and synergy processes and outcomes, as the translation from 
theory to practice is often a much more challenging pursuit.

To further promote climate-resilient pathways as called for in the IPCC 5th Assessment 
Report, there is a need for CSLAs to address both climate change mitigation and 
adaptation, either together or individually. Although CSLA approaches will not be 
appropriate everywhere, depending on the local context and existing drivers, such an 
approach certainly has potential to help instigate transformations towards more sustainable 
futures. Capitalising on synergies that reinforce and build upon climate-smart pathways 
will certainly be a part of this process.

5. Conclusion
Both additive and superadditive synergies are needed to promote climate-smart 
multifunctionality within landscapes globally. As the impacts of climate change will 
continue to be intensified, it is important that climate-smart pathways are urgently 
pursued to reduce negative impacts. Capitalising on synergistic opportunities to promote 
multifunctionality can help to reduce tradeoffs and reinforce feedback cycles, which build 
and strengthen adaptive capacity supporting sustainable trajectories. If such approaches 
are not taken up, and instead climate change is left to drive landscape transformations, 
it is likely that maladaptive cycles will instead be reinforced with dire consequences 
for ecosystem functioning, environmental resources and local communities, with the 
resulting impacts, in many instances, extending to national and global scales. Facilitation 
of climate-smart landscapes through the pursuit of multifunctionality is one promising 
approach for promoting sustainable transformations through establishing climate-resilient 
pathways.
Endnotes 
1 Climate change mitigation is defined as reducing the emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and other climate forcing 

species and/or enhancing sequestration/increasing carbon sinks to lessen the projected impacts of climate change. 
Climate change adaptation, on the other hand, can be defined as building resilience to better cope with changing 
conditions resulting from climate change and reducing vulnerability to such changes. This can involve both developing 
adaptive capacity (i.e., resilience; see Holling, 2001) and changing trajectories by using the capacity to take action 
(Adger et al., 2005). As described by Moser and Ekstrom (2010), adaptation strategies can range from “…short-term 
coping to longer-term, deeper transformations…” which, “…may or may not succeed in moderating harm or exploiting 
beneficial opportunities”.

2 Climate-smart agriculture (CSA) involves applying specific agricultural practices with the aims to “… improve food 
security, help communities adapt to climate change and contribute to climate change mitigation by adopting appropriate 
practices, developing enabling policies and institutions and mobilising needed finances” (FAO, 2013; pg 1).

3 Knickel and Renting (2000) define multiplier effects in the context of rural development as “…relat[ing] to effects that 
are indirect either in spatial terms or in terms of the actors and activities involved. Conceptually, multiplier effects are 
related to other segments of the rural economy and not to the specific enterprises that have been the focus of analysis”.
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